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Abstract: Minimax estimators under squared error loss are derived for the location parameter of a noncentral 
exponential distribution. It is assumed that the location parameter is an element of a fixed bounded interval. For 
sufficiently small parameter intervals the formula of the minimax estimator is explicitly determined by Eichenauer [l]. 
In the present paper for larger parameter intervals minimax estimators are computed which correspond with a solution 
of an integral equation. Numerical results for different lengths of the parameter interval are presented at the end of the 
paper. 
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1. Notation and introduction 
The location parameter 8 of a noncentral exponential distribution with variance equal to 1 is 
to be estimated. The parameter 9 is supposed to be an element of the closed interval [0, m] for 
some fixed m > 0. The set of all (nonrandomized) estimators, i.e., the set of all Bore1 measurable 
functions 6 : [0, cc) + [0, m], is denoted by A. Any Bore1 probability measure 7~ on the parameter 
interval [0, m] is called a prior. Let II be the set of all priors. Under squared error loss the Bayes 
risk of an estimator 6 with respect to a prior 7~ is defined by 
where R( -, 6) denotes the risk function of 6 given by 
~(8, 6) = km(B - a(~))~ eepx dx, 8 E [0, m] 
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The minimax risk is defined by 
r, = inf SUP w, a>, 
S=AoE[O.m] 
and an estimator 6, with 
sup R(8, 6,) = r* 
e~[o,mJ 
is called a minimax estimator. The formula of the minimax estimator is known if the parameter 
interval [0, m] is sufficiently small, i.e., for m G 0.913 approximately (cf. [l]). In this case the 
minimax estimator is Bayes with respect to a least favourable two point prior which puts mass 
only on the end-points of the parameter interval. For m > 0.913 there exists no least favourable 
prior which puts mass only on a finite number of points. Therefore iterative methods for 
determining the minimax estimator which make use of discrete priors as those in [2-4,6] cannot 
be applied. Hence in this paper another approach is described. Minimax estimators are 
computed which correspond with a solution of a nonlinear integral equation. Numerical results 
for different lengths of the parameter interval [0, m] up to m = 50 are presented at the end of the 
paper. 
2. Theoretical considerations 
Lemma. Let m > 0 and d,, T* E (0, m) be real numbers, and let 6 : [T*, m] + [0, m] be a 
continuously differentiable and monotone increasing function with S( T*) = 0, S(t) < t for t E [T*, m], 
and 6(m) -C d,. Define an estimator 8, by 
a,(x) = 
I 
0 for x E [O, ~1, 
a(x) for x E [T*, m>, 
d, forxE[m, ~0). 
Then there exists a prior 7z, with r*( { 0} U [Q, m]) = 1 such that 6, is the Bayes estimator with 
respect to r*. 
Proof. Let p be the Bore1 measure on [0, m] with Lebesgue density f given by f(t) = 0 for 
t E [0,7*) and 
dx_t 
i 
(1) 
for t E [T*, m]. Note that 
bounded on [T*, m]. Put 
4 -a(m) 
V= 
m - d, 
f(t) 2 0, t E IT*, m], and that the function f is continuous and hence 
exp 
dx_m c=1+ 
J 
mf(t) dt + v, (2) 
T* 
and define a prior VT* by V* = ( e0 + p + I/. c,)/C. Observe that v S- 0, C < co, and r*({O} U 
[7*, m]) = 1. From (1) it follows that 
exp (3) 
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for t E [T*, m]. Therefore, (1) and the hypothesis 6( 7*) = 0 imply that 
lx8 e”f(0) d8 = 6(x)(1 + /* e”f(0) do) 
T* T* 
for x E [T*, m]. Hence (2)-(4) show that 
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(4 
J 
??I 
8 eef(8) de + vm em = d, 1 + ( J 
m 
e”f(8) de + v em . 
7* T* 1 
(5) 
Now, it follows from (4), (5), and a well-known result (see, e.g., [5, Corollary 4.1.1 and Corollary 
4.1.21) that 6, is the Bayes estimator with respect to the prior v*. 0 
Theorem 1. Let m > 0 and d*, 7* E (0, m), 7* < 2, be real numbers, and let 6 : [T*, m] + [0, m] 
be a continuous and monotone increasing function with S( r*) = 0, S(t) < t for t E [T*, m], and 
J 
mS2(x) eMX dx + d: epm = (m - d,)2, (6) 
r* 
which satisfies the integral equation 
S(t) = t - 
[ 
(m - d,)2 + 2t - 2d, e’-” - 2 e’ 
J 
mS(x) e-“dx 1’2 1 (7) I 
for t E [T*, m]. Then the estimator S,, defined by 
I 
0 for x E [O, T*), 
S,(x) = S(x) forx E [7*, m), 
d, forxE[m, m), 
is minimax for 19 E [0, m], and the minimax risk is giuen by r, = (m - d,) 2. 
Remark. Observe that it follows from the hypothesis of Theorem 1 that S(m) = m - ((m - d, + 
1)2 - 1)1’2 2 0 and d: epm G (m - d,)‘. After a short calculation this and (7) yield m > m,, 
where m0 = 0.913 denotes the zero of the function k defined by k(m) = m em + 2(m - 1) emI 
- 2, m > 0. Hence the hypothesis of Theorem 1 cannot be satisfied if m G m,. However, in this 
case the formula of the minimax estimator is known (cf. [l]). 
Proof of Theorem 1. For 8 E [ T*, m] the risk function of the estimator 8, can be written in the 
form 
e2 e-8-2d,Be-“+d~e-“-28 
/ 
mS(~) eeXdx 
0 
+ emS2(x) epx dx) e’. 
J 
Hence its first derivative on [r*, m] is given by 
R’(e, S.,.) = R(B, S,) - (0 - S(e))‘+ 28 - 2d, ee-“’ - 2 ee 
J 
mS(x) epX dx. 
I3 
Since 6 is a solution of the integral equation (7), it follows that the risk function R( -, 6,) 
satisfies on [T*, m] the differential equation R’( 8, 6,) = R( 8, 13,) - (m - d,)2. Therefore, 
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R(0, 8,) = (m - d,)* + p e ‘, 8 E [T*, m], for some p E R. Since R( m, 6,) = (m - d,)2, it fol- 
lows that p = 0, i.e., 
R(8, 6,)=(m-d,)2, BE [T*, m]. 
For 8 E [0, T*] the risk function of the estimator 6, can be written in the form 
R(8, 6,)=82+(d:e-m+12-2(d* eCm+Il)B) ee, 
where 
(8) 
I,= 
/ 
mai(x) eMxdx, in (1, 2). 
T* 
Hence it follows from (8) and the hypothesis (6) that R(0, 8,) = R( T*, 6,). The first and the 
third derivative of the risk function R(. , 6,) on [0, r*] are given by 
R’(8, 8,) = 28 + (di eCm + I, - 2( d, e-m + I,)(0 + 1)) e’ 
and 
R “’ (8, 8,) = (d: epm + I, - 2( d, eSm + 11)( 0 + 3)) es. 
In particular 
R’(r,, 6,) = R(r,, S,) - 7,’ + 27, - 2d, eT*-m - 2 eT* s 
m8(x) eCx dx. 
7* 
Since 6 is a solution of the integral equation (7), it follows that R’(T,, 8,) = R(T,, 8,) - 
(m - d,)2 + S2( T*) - 2r,S( 74 which yields R’( T*, 6,) = 0 because of (8) and the hypothesis 
6( 7*) = 0. The hypothesis r* G 2 implies that 
R”‘(t), 6,) G (die-” + I2 - 2( d, epm + I,)( T* + 1)) ee 
= (R’( T*, 6,) - 27,) eeP7* < 0, B E [0, r*] .
Hence it follows from R(0, 6,) = R( T*, 6,) and R’( T*, 8,) = 0 that there exists exactly one zero 
0, of R’(. , S,) in (0, r*) which shows that 
Since s(t) < t, t E [7*, m], it follows from (7) that 6 is continuously differentiable. Again the 
integral equation (7) shows that S(m) = m - ((m - d,)’ + 2( m - d*))l12 which implies that 
6(m) < d,. Therefore the lemma can be applied which yields the existence of a prior T* with 
r*({O] ” ]r*, m]) = 1 such that 6, is the Bayes estimator with respect to rrIT*. Hence ( YT*, 6,) is a 
saddle-point in the statistical game (17, A, r) which proves the theorem. 0 
3. Numerical results 
The parameters d, and 7* of the minimax estimator according to Theorem 1 have been 
computed for different lengths of the parameter interval [0, m] up to m = 50. These parameters 
are stated in Table 1, where r, = (m - d,)2 denotes the minimax risk. After some calculations it 
follows from the results in [7] that the minimax risk satisfies r, = 1 - 4T2/m2 + o(l/m2) for 
Table 1 
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m 
1.0 
r* & 
0.901456 0.62243151 
r* 
0.14255797 
1.25 0.869502 0.81282547 0.19112157 
1.5 0.839611 1.01255217 0.23760539 
1.75 0.811995 1.21946608 0.28146624 
2.0 0.786636 1.43208787 0.32252419 
2.5 0.742164 1.87043402 0.39635333 
3.0 0.704900 2.32174888 0.46002458 
4.0 0.647002 3.25014855 0.56227719 
5.0 0.604942 4.20054509 0.63912816 
6.0 0.573553 5.16459009 0.69790971 
8.0 0.530803 7.11685114 0.77995191 
10.0 0.503831 9.08736572 0.83290134 
15.0 0.468057 14.04891269 0.90456708 
20.0 0.451427 19.03126817 0.93844136 
25.0 0.442367 24.02171332 0.95704483 
30.0 0.436893 29.01595833 0.96833801 
40.0 0.430890 39.00966339 0.98076661 
50.0 0.427840 49.00647506 0.98709181 
m + co. The numerical results in Table 1 show that this approximation fits well if m is 
sufficiently large, say m > 40. 
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